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About This Content

SURVIVOR PASS 3: WILD CARD
Bring some style to the Battlegrounds with Survivor Pass: Wild Card. From the dapper suits and cocktail dresses straight out of a

spy film to rugged and trendy modern outfits, you'll look your finest as you level up your pass!

ACCOMPLISH MISSIONS: Unlock weapon skins with new Challenge missions!
Survivor Pass missions are specifically designed to help you progress your skills, while earning the Pass XP you need to unlock
your rewards. With new Beginner missions and streamlined Daily and Weeky missions, earning XP and rewards is easier than

ever! Plus, earn unique weapons skins by completing special challenges with different weapons!

LEVEL UP: A reward for every level earned!
With Survivor Pass 3: Wild Card, you earn great new rewards with each level gained. You will have 10 weeks to complete the

pass, but players looking to save time can purchase 5, 20, or 30 level packs directly through the in-game store.

UNLOCK REWARDS: Over 60 new items!
Dress to kill with over 60 new items available to earn by leveling up your Survivor Pass! Look like a suave spy with the tuxedo

and cocktail dress outfits, show off your wild side with the Snow Leopard - M249 skin, or unlock one of 20 unique weapon
skins through new weapon focused challenge missions!

FAQ

Q: How do I get the Survivor Pass?
A: The Survivor Pass may be purchased for $9.99 through Steam or the in-game store.
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Q: If I don’t buy the Survivor Pass, will I still be able to participate in the event?
A: All players can level up and earn rewards, but Premium Survivor Pass holders will have access to additional missions and

rewards.

Q: How many missions are available with the Survivor Pass 3: Wild Card?
A: The Survivor Pass features 200+ missions over the course of 10 weeks in the form of Daily, Weekly, and Premium Missions.

There are also Beginner missions for those just starting out, and new Challenge missions focused on your performance with
specific weapons.

Q: When are Weekly Missions updated?
A: After the Survivor Pass opens on March 27, Weekly Missions will be updated every Wednesday at 11AM KST (Tuesday at

7PM PDT). Each weekly mission will be active only for 7 days once it is updated.

Q: What if I buy the Premium Survivor Pass late in the event period?
A: You will immediately receive all Premium rewards up to your current level, and will have until the Pass period ends to earn

the rest of your rewards. Level packs can also be purchased to supplement levels if time is running short.
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Title: Survivor Pass 3: Wild Card
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
PUBG Corporation
Publisher:
PUBG Corporation
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

English,Korean,Simplified Chinese,French,German,Arabic,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Thai,Italian,Traditional
Chinese,Ukrainian
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Out of the pass: "I'm going to complete it 100%." 2 weeks later: "Add $30 on Steam.". you give challenges impossible to comp.
most people have other things to do in life. so we cant just play 6 hrs of pubg a day. pass is just for $$ zz. worst thing ever.
never buy again .. They removed regions and now you end up on a server with people from different regions.
You get desync and enemy names that are hard to track due to different language.. Quit with the dresses and other useless trash
items on the pass, after the g3 elegant skin at lvl 50 everything else is just garbage "floral" tops and dresses and bad emotes.
Why would so many of these items belong in a game like PUBG. I liked the backpacks but the best one was locked behind a
challenge that seems impossible. "two headshots from 200 meters away in a single game". Everytime you would get the headshot
from that range the person will get revived unless you play solo.. Would recommend if it didn't have a bunch of irrelevant copy
items in the pass. My steam inventory for PUBG is already in the hundreds.. Worth buying if you want to add some meaning to
a game via missions and challenges.

HOWEVER, the later you buy it the less profitable it is (and I do not recommend it).
Unlike previous season passes like Sanhok Pass, weekly challenges are resetting.
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